
Pagani presents its 2022 Calendar: a year in the company of the Huayra R

● The new Pagani Calendar is devoted entirely to the Pagani Atelier’s latest creation
● Six themes represented in the images of Portuguese artist Ricardo Santos
● An interpretation highlighting the design and power of a car whose mission is performance
● A complete section on the new project is now live on www.pagani.com

San Cesario sul Panaro, 21 October 2021 - Pagani Automobili has presented its new Calendar, entitled
2022: The Year of the R, dedicated to the latest creation from the Pagani Atelier.

The spirit of the Huayra R, a car whose mission is performance, is interpreted by Portuguese artist
Ricardo Santos, a well-known illustrator and author of countless covers for the top motoring
magazines.

Santos has chosen six themes to portray the soul of the Huayra R; six viewpoints illustrating what
he describes as “a fierce vehicle”. “The Le Mans 24 Hours, a unique race, provided me with the inspiration
for the project, to show the speed, fluid design and cu�ing-edge technology that makes the hypercar a concept
of the highest level”, said Ricardo Santos.

Created with computer graphics, the six images are accompanied by comments from Horacio
Pagani and Ricardo Santos in an ideal two-voice dialogue.

“The 2022 calendar is meant to be an experience of shared beauty. A collector’s item for people who enjoy
living in a harmonious and exclusive environment, who appreciate the visual beauty expressed by a line,
whether it is the line of a car body or the decisive stroke of an illustration. Because art and beauty are
territories with no place for boundaries and barriers, they are pure passion that is unbridled, impetuous and
all-embracing, like the soul of the Huayra R. An essence that Ricardo was able to capture and interpret with
great creativity.” - Horacio Pagani.



For clients and devotees of the brand, each edition of the Pagani Calendar is a true collectible. In
addition to the six prestigious prints, the 2022 publication is presented with a special notebook to
record all the emotions of the year ahead.

The 2022 Calendar has been given a special section on www.pagani.com, illustrating every detail
of the project.

http://www.pagani.com



